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In order to forecaot the development oft thefisheri.es·"in, the .
open seas and oceans it is necessary to have 0 possibility not only of
determining the tendencies cf increose in the cotches by fleet, but also
estimating the changcs in those tendencies which are due to the
scientific-technological progress.

•

This progress in the fisheries has many Gspects and is manifested
in the develop:nent of the coomercio.l fishing techtiique, ship-building, ,..
fish-processing technology, in the management, in,the studies of, thc fieh'
stocks, in the discovery of the new fishing o.rea8 bßd in many fieide of
technologynnd science coopero.ted in the modernaommercio.l fisheriss.
It is impossible at present to estimnte by spsoifie tactors the effect of
the progre~s upon the increase in yield. The~eforef in order to forecast
the probable catchos in the seas and oceans an attempt was made to find
out:a comp1ex evaluation of the effect of'the scientific-technological
progress upon the changes in each particular time period. To enable us
to do this the following assuoptions were used:
The changes in the total catch of fish and other sea products'in
the open seas and oceons can be aocribed to three main factors:
1. Changes in the conditions of the stocks in some fishing areas.
2. Increase of the fishing effort in terms of number of ships
arid. tonnoge.
;. Scientific-technological progress.
The effect of the first foctor - for instance, the stock
conditionsgetting worse in some fishing arens - is o.t present e~ilibrnted
by the nvni1nbility of the mnnoeuvering fleet ond its ability for a quick.
redis1ocntion; thc improvement in the condition of. the exploited stocks
.
in the traditionol fishing arens,in the presence of a lo.rge number of
.
veosels in the fisheries does not either change sharply thc general tendency
of the catches. In this rclo.tion, the total catches by fleet, os influenced
by this fo.ctor, vary only inoignificantly, nnd it may be balonced completely
by using thc mcthod of smoothing the catch curve, i.e., by presenting the
curvo in the form of the following polinomial:
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where Uc is a smoothed catch curve for t years; Pet)' P (t), •••• , pID(t) are
Chebyshev's orthogonal multinomials for collection in t years; c,d, ••• q arc
coefficients.
Thus, the catch variation curve, Uc, is now influenced by the t",o last
fnctors only.
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Ho",ever, the e~tent to which ench of these factors exens an influence
in the various tiDe periods is different and it is actually this fact that changes
the tendencies in the Uc curve increase in ench particular length of time. Let
us divide the length of time t for which we observe the change in the cntch into
two lengths of time t A and t n = t - tAo Let us then investigate the influence
of each of these factors upon the fisheries developnent (the increase in catches
by fleet). Let us fUrther assume that the tendencies in the increase in fleet
for tn length of tine remin the same as for t A, as weIl as, the level of the
scientific-technological process •
.Then the fisheries development should fQllow the logistic law, lilee
biological or technological-biological progressX), thnt is
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"There U is the size of a catch;
t is the duration of the period investigated; and
a,b,k - coefficients.
The coefficients a,b,k, are found by using the data of the statistical
observations for t A years in the following way:
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By using tho I:lethod of the least squares we can then find the "A" and
"K" valucs.

Substituting "K" and "A" values in the equation (5) we find the value of
the coefficient "b".
In tbis case the coefficient A is found by the following equation:
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Kestoven, G.L., Holt, S.I. Papers presented nt the International Technical
Conference on the Conservntion of the Living Aquatic Resources in the Sea.
RODe, 1955 FAO.

- 3 The tendency in the catch variation would have been like this providcd
that in tn period the level of the scientific-technological progress were
invnriable and that the increase in the fleet remained as in period t •
The total or calculated yield,for tn period would have been:
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However, under the influence of the scientific-technological progress
and the changes in the tendencies of the fleet increase the observed volume of
thc catches differed from calculated yield (10) and varied in the following way:
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The increase in the observed volume of the catches as conpared lVith
those calculated:
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was caused by the effect of the sciontific-technological progress IJ.nd by the
changes in the fleet increo.se.
The ro.te of the increo.se in catch under the influence of these factors
would then be:
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''There TT+M is the rate of the increase in catch under the influence of the
scicntific-technological progress and of changes in the increase in fleet for
the period tn.
Let us study the way in which the tendencies of the fleet increase change
within thc period tn. Asan initial prenisc we shall take the fo.ct that in the
fisheries any level of exploitation of the stocks is corresponded by the level of
the uateriel and technological base development. The closeness of this relation
"laS justly noted by A. Negolevsky who co.me to the conclusion that "in fisheries,
as weIl as in agriculture the intensification of the production and thc industrialization are the two sides of the sane process stipulating and supporting each
other".X)

"

Since the fisheries developnent follows the logistic law, it can be
supposed that the fleet development follows it too. The analysis of the
observed data on the increasc in fishingflect confirms this suggestion.
Conscquently, thc general increasc in thc fishing fleet can be expressed by
the equation:
1
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The coefficients p,l,r, of equation (14) cnn be calculated by the date
of the statistico.l observo.tions f'or the t A period. However, due to 6. nUI:lber oi:

x) A. Negolevsky. A theory of' tho f'isheries developnent. lfo.rine Publ.,
Gdynia, 1965.
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reasons the increase in thefleet does not remain constant. It is the difference
between the observed fleet power and the calculated one for the tn period which
determines the rate of the cha.nges in these tendencies:
tn
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where

L:>. Mob s

is the difference between the observed and calculated fleet increases:

is the observed fleet power for the tn period of years.
Correspondingly, the rate of the changes in the catches caused by the
cha.nges in the increase of the fleet Tr.l' is determined in the following way:
c. Mobs
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Hence, the rate of changes in the catches caused by the scientifictechnological progress would be equal to:
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while the absolute yield increase due to the scientific-technological progress
in the period is:
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Thus, by using the suggested method \ve can tentative1y estimate the
extent to which the scientific-technological progress and the increase in fleet
influence the fisheries development and we can obtain the initial data for further
forecast of these tendencies.

